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New lower bounds are presented for the minimum error probability 
that can be achieved through the use of block coding oa noisy discrete 
memoryless channels. Like previous upper bounds, these lower 
bounds decrease xponentially with the block length N. The co- 
efficient of N in the exponent is a convex function of the rate. From a 
certain rate of transmission up to channel capacity, the exponents of
the upper and lower bounds coincide. Below this particular rate, the 
exponents of the upper and lower bounds differ, although they ap- 
proach the same limit as the rate approaches zero. Examples are given 
and various incidental results and techniques relating to coding 
theory are developed. The paper is presented in two parts: the first, 
appearing in the January issue, summarizes the major results and 
treats the case of high transmission rates in detail; the second, ap- 
pearing here, treats the case of low transmission rates. 
1. ZERO KATE EXPONENTS 
In  this section we shall investigate the error probabi l i ty for codes whose 
block length is much larger than the number  of codewords, N >> M. We 
assume throughout this section that  the zero error capacity of the chan- 
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nel, Co, is zero. We also assume that ordinary decoding is to be used 
rather than list decoding, i.e., that the list size L is one. 
Our basic technique will be to bound the error probability for a given 
set of code words in terms of the error probability between any pair of 
the words, say x~ and ~,,,. We can apply the corollary to Theorem I-5, 
given by (I-3.20) and (I-3.21), as follows. ~ Let P~(y) and P~(y_) in 
Theorem I-5 correspond to Pr (_y [ _x~) and Pr (y I x~,) here, and let Y1 
and Y~ in Theorem I-5 correspond to the decoding regions Y~ and Y~, 
for the given decoding scheme here. The fact that some output sequences 
are decoded into messages other than m or m' in no way effects the 
validity of Theorem 5 or its corollary. From (I-3.20) and (I-3.21), the 
error probabilities P~.~ and P~,~, for the given decoding scheme are 
bounded by either 
P~.,~ _-> } exp [/~(s*) - s* ~¢/2~(s*)] (1.01) 
or  
where 
P,,~, >_- } exp [g(s*) ± (1 -- s*)V~2/~"(s*)], (1.02) 
~(s) In ~.  Pr (y] 1--~ = _ x,~) P r  (y lx~, )  (1.03)  
Y 
and s* minimizes/~(s) over 0 -<_ s _-< 1. 
This result can be put into a more convenient form with the aid of the 
following definitions. 
The joint composition of x~ and _xm,, qi,k(m, m') is the fraction Of the 
positions in the block in which the ith channel input occurs in codeword 
_x~ and the kth channel input occurs in xm,. 
The function ~,~(s) is defined for 0 < s < 1 by 
,~.k(s) ~ In ~ P(jli)~-'P(jlk)'. (1.04) 
J 
As  before, 
and  
~i,~(O) = l im ~i,k(s) 
s~O + 
tti,k(1) = lira ~i,~(s). 
References to equations, sections and theorems of the first part of this paper 
will be prefixed by I. 
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Using (I-3.10), t~(s) in (1.03) can be expressed in terms of these defi- 
nitions by 
t~(s) = N ~ ~ q~,k(m, m')t~i,k(s). (1.05) 
i k 
The discrepancy between x~ and _xm,, D(m, m~), is defined by 
D(m,m') ~ -- min ~qi ,~(m,m' )~,k (s ) .  (1.06) 
0_<s_<1 i k 
It can be seen that the quantity ~(s*) appearing in (1.01) and (1.02) is 
given by -ND(m,  m~). The discrepancy plays a role similar to that of 
the conventional Hamming distance for binary symmetric channels. 
The minimum discrepancy for a code D~i~ is the minimum value of 
D(m, m') over ~11 pairs of code words of a particular code. 
The maximum minimum discrepancy, D~I~(N, M) is the maximum 
v~lue of Dmi~ over all codes containing M code words of block-length N. 
THEOREM 1. I f  X~ and x~, are a pair of code words in a code of block- 
length N, then either 
1 [ ] P~,m >" ~ exp -N  D(m, m') + -~ In (l/Brain) (1.07) 
or  
P~,~, _>- ~exp -N  D(m,m') -}- In (1/Pmin) , (1.08) 
where Pmi, is the smallest nonzero transition probability for the channel. 
Proof. We shall show that ~"(s) is bounded by 
~"(s) < N ]n~ . (1.09) 
Then the theorem will follow from (1.01) and (1.02)byupperbounding 
s* and (1 -- s*) by 1. To establish (1.09), we use (I-3.25), obtaining 
~",k(s) = E Q~(j) [In P(j[k)-]~ ' J P(Jl i) _] - [t~i,~ @)]2, (1.10) 
where Q~(j) is a probability assignment over the outputs for which 
P(j I k) and P(j [ i) are nonzero. Observing that 
I lnP(j[  lc)/P(j]i)] < In (1/Pml.), 
we can ignore the last term in (1.10), getting 
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tt~".k(s) < ~ Q~(j)[ln (1/Pmin)] ~ = [ln (1/Pmin)] 2. (1.11) 
J 
Combining (1.11) with (1.05), we have (1.09), completing the proof. 
Since the probability of error for the entire code of M code words is 
lower bounded by Pe > Pe,~/M for any m, it follows from the theorem 
that 
Pe > 4-M exp -- N Drain -t- In 1 
Conversely, we now show that there exist decoding regions such that 
P~,,~ < (M -- 1) exp --NDm~n for all m. (1.13) 
These regions may be chosen as follows: From Theorem I-5, there 
exist decoding regions Y,~(m, m') and Y~,(m, m') for the code containing 
only the eodewords mand rn ~ such that both P~,,~ and P~,~, are no greater 
than exp --NDmi~ . To decode the larger code, set Y~ = A~, Y,~(m, m'). 
Since the sets Y~ are not overlapping, they are legitimate decoding sets. 
Also, Y~ = U~, Y,~(rn, m'), and since the probability of a union of 
events cannot exceed the sum of their probabilities, we have 
P~,~ =< E Pr(yI_xm) < E E Pr(_yl$~) (1.14) 
YC I'm* c m ~dm YC Ym c (m,m p) 
< (M - 1) exp - NDm~. (1.15) 
Combining (1.12) and (1.15) yields the first part of the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Let EM be defined by 
lira sup -- 1 ~ ~ in Pe(N, M, 1). 
Then 
E~ = lira sup Dm~ (N, M) = l.u.b. Dm~ (N, M) 
N~ c~ N 
(1.16) 
= lim Dmi~ (N, M). 
The second part of the theorem follows from the observation that we 
can construct a code of block length AN from a code of bloeklength N
by repeating every word of the original code el times. The two codes 
have equal q~,~(m, ') for all i, t~, m, m', and henee they have equal Dmi~. 
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Thus 
Drain(AN, M) ~ Dmin(N, M). (1.17) 
This implies the second part of the theorem. The third part follows from 
(1.17) and the fact that Pc(N, M, 1) is nonincreasing with N. 
Theorem 2 reduces the problem of computing E~ to the problem of 
computing Dmi,(N, M). This computation is always easy for M = 2, 
so we treat that case first. Recall from (1.06) that -D(m, m') is the 
minimum over s of a weighted sum of the t~,k(s). This can be lower 
bounded by the weighted sum of the minimums, yielding 
-D(m, m') > ~_, ~ q~,~(m, ') min t~,,(s). (1.18) 
i k 0~s=<l 
with equality iff the same value of s simultaneously minimizes ~ll ~.k(s) 
for which q~,k(m, ') > 0. If we, set q~,k(m, m') = 1 for the i, k pair that 
minimizes min0<~<~ tt .k(s), then (1.18) is satisfied with equality and at 
the same time the righVhand side is minimized. We thus have 
E2 = Dmla (N, 2) = max [ -  rain t~,~(s)l. (1.19) 
i,k O~s~l  
I t  is interesting to compare this expression with the sphere packing 
exponent E,p(R) in the limit as R --~ 0. If R~ = 0, some manipulation on 
(I-1.7), (I-1.8), and (I-1.9) yields 
E~p(0 +) = lim Eo(p) = max - In ~ I I  P(Jl k) ~ (1.20) 
p~ q 3" k 
Comparing (1.20) with the definition of t~i,k(s) in (1.04), we see that 
E2 =< E~p(0 +) with equality iff the probability vector _q that maximizes 
(1.20) has only 2 nonzero components. 
Having found the pair of input letters i, k that yield E2, it clearly does 
not matter whether we set q~.k( 1, 2) = 1 or qk,~( 1, 2) = 1. However, we 
must not attempt to form some linear combination of these two optimum 
solutions, for by making both q~.k(1, 2) and q~,i(1, 2) nonzero we may 
violate the condition for equality in (1.18). For example, suppose we 
compare the following two codes of block length N for the completely 
asymmetric binary channel of Fig. 1-56. The disastrous result is de- 
picted below: 
Code1: xl = 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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FIG. 1. A pairwise reversible binary input channel. 
Code 2: 
x2= 22222 22222 
N/2 ~ ~ N/2 
~a= 1111 1 22222 
~z=22 222 11111.  
Using either code, an error will occur only if the received sequence con- 
1 N sists entirely of output letter 2. For Code 1, P~ = ~p ; for Code 2, 
l~N /2 
Re = ~p • 
For a class of channels to be defined as pairwise reversible channels, 
this sensitivity to interchanging letters does not occur, and for these 
channels we shall soon see that the calculation of E ,  is relatively straight- 
f 1 forward. A channel is pairwise reversible iff, for each i, k, u~,~:(~) = 0. 
Differentiating (1.04), this is equivalent to 
~-, x / r ( J  l i)r(J l k) in P( j  i i) 
: (1.21) 
= ~ ~/P(J l  i)P(Jl k) in P ( j l k ) ;  all i, k. 
J 
Equation (1.21) is equivalent to t~,k(s) being minimized at s = ½ for all 
i, k. This guarantees that (1.18) is satisfied with equality and that a pair 
of inputs in the same position in a pair of code words, _xm and _x,,, can be 
reversed without changing D (m, m'). 
The class of pairwise reversible channels includes all of the symmetric 
binary input channels considered by Sun (1965) and Dobrushin (1962) 
(which are defined in a manner that guarantees that ~,k(s) = ~k,i(s) 




/~ 1,2 (S) 
FIe. 2. A pairwise erasing ternary input channel (nonuniform but pairwise 
reversible). 
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FIG. 3. A ternary unilateral channel (TUC) (uniform but not pairwise re- 
versible). 
for all s), and many other binary input channels, such as the one in 
Fig. 1 (as the reader is invited to verify). For multi-input channels, there 
is no relationship between the class of pairwise reversible channels and 
the uniform channels discussed by Fano (1961, p. 126). The  channel of 
Fig. 2 is pairwise reversible but nonuniform; from any pair of inputs it 
looks like a binary erasure channel. The  channel of Fig. 3 is not pairwise 
reversible even though it is uniform; from any pair of inputs it looks like 
an asymmetric binary erasure channel. 
For pairwise reversible channels, we  may compute an exact expressio~ 
for E~.  To  do this, we  obtain a lower bound on Dmln(N, M)  which can be 
attained for certain values of N. The  bound is derived by a method  first 
introduced by Plotkin (1951). For any pair of code words for a pairwise 
revers ib le channel ,  we have  2 
Readers who are familiar with the statistical iterature will recognize the 
expression for m,k (½) as the measure of the difference between the distributions 
P(jfi) and P(j/k) which was first suggested by Helliger (1909) and later developed 
by Bhattacharyya (1943). 
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Since the 
crepaney, 
! 1 . 1 . '22)  D(m, m') = -~.  ~ qi,k(m, m )u~,,:(~) ( 
minimum discrepancy cannot exceed the average dis- 
1 ~ ~ D(m, m'). (1.23) DmI, (N,M) <- M(M- -  1) ,.~m' 
The total discrepancy can be computed on a column by column basis. 
M M N K K 
~ D(m, m') = - ~ ~ ~ M~(n)Mk(n)~,~(½), (1.24) 
~,~=i m'=l  n=l  i=1  k~l  
where Mk(n) is the number of times the kth channel input occurs in the 
M*  nth column. Let ~ k denote the number of times the kth channel input 
occurs in the best possible column, 
max [ - -~  ~ M,Mk~.~ (½)] ~ ~ M*M * = -- i - ~~,.~½) (1.25) 
EMk~M i k i k 
Combining (1.23) through (1.25) results in a bound for pairwise re- 
versible channels. 
Dm~(g, M) < -1 / (M(M 1)) ~ ~ * * -- M~ Mk p~,k(½) (1.26) 
k 
We now show that this bound can be achieved when N = M !/I Ik Mk*! 
To do this, we select he first column of the code so that it has the pre- 
scribed composition, the kth channel input occurring M~* times. Then we 
choose as subsequent columns of the code all possible permutations of
the first column. In the constructed code, every column contributes the 
same maximum amount o the total discrepancy, assuring equality be- 
tween (1.24) and (1.25). Every pair of codewords i  the same distance 
~part, assuring equality in (1.23). Because of these two facts, (1.26) 
holds with equality when N = Mi / ( I L  Mk*!). 
This construction can likewise be used for channels that are not pair- 
wise reversible. The constructed code has the property that q~,k(m, m') = 
q~,~(m~ m p) = q~,~ independent of m and m ~. This guarantees that, for 
this code, (1.06) is optimized by setting s = ½, for ~.~(s) + ~k,~(s) 
always attains its minimum at s = ½, even when ~,k(s) does not. 
However, it may be possible to improve upon this construction for 
channels which are not pairwise reversible. We summarize these results 
in a theorem, whose proof follows directly from Theorem 2, (1.26), and 
the construction discussed in the preceding two paragraphs. 
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THEOREM 3. 
EM > 1/(M(M -- 1)) max ~ ~ MiMk( - ln  ~ v /P ( j / i )P ( j / k ) )  
Y .M~M i k J 
with equality for channels which are pairwise reversible. 
We next compare this result with E~(0+), Gallager's (1965) lower 
bound to E(0+), the error exponent at infinitesimal rates. E~(0 +) is given 
by (I-1.29) and (I-1.30) as 
E~(0 +) = max ~ ~ qiq~(-ln ~ ~¢/P(j/i)P(j/k,)), (1.27) 
q i k i 
where _q is the probability vector specifying the composition of the code. 
The vector q is unrestricted by the Diophantine constraints placed on 
the vector ~-i*/M. (Here Mk* is the kth component of M*). This ad- 
ditional freedom can only increase E~(0+). This proves the first of the 
three corollaries. 
COROLLARY 3.1. For pairwise reversible channels, 
E ,  < (M/ (M - 1))E,~(0 +) 
The evaluation of the expression on the right of Theorem 3 is compli- 
cated by the Diophantine constraints on the components of the vector 
M. To first order in M, however, these constraints may be ignored, as 
indicated by the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.2. For any channel, 
E~ >_ M/ (M - 1)E,~(0 +) - 0(1/M 2) 
where 
--K/Amax -- E E (~ i ,k (1 )  - -  ~max) 
0(1/M 2) =< ,#k 
4M(M-  1) 
Here K is the number of channel inputs and tL .... = max~k t~i,k(½). 
Since this corollary is not essential to the proof of Theorem 4, we omit 
its proof. The details of the straightforward but tedious calculation are 
given by Berlekamp (1964). 
For the remainder ofthis section, we shall be primarily concerned with 
the behavior of E~ for very large M. We are especially interested in the 
limit of:EM as M goes to infinity, which we denote by the symbol E~. 
Since E ,  is a monotonic nonincreasing function of M, it is clear that 
the limit:exists. As a consequence of Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2, we have 
• E + • COROLLARY 3.3. E~ _-> o~(0 ) with equality for channels which •are 
pairwise reversible. • ':' 
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This general inequality also follows directly from the detinitions of 
E~ and Eex(0 +) without invoking Corollary 3.2. 
We now proceed to show that Corollary 3.3 holds with equality even for 
channels which are not pairwise reversible. 
THEOREM /]:. For any discrete memoryless channel E~ = E (n +~ ex\~ ] .  
Remarks. The natural approach in attempting to prove Theorem 4 
would be to attempt o calculate the average discrepancy on a column 
by column basis as in (1.24). This direct approach does not work for 
channels that are not pairwise reversible, however, the difficulty being 
that the value of s that determines D(m, m') in (1.06) is not the same as 
the value of s that minimizes u~,~(s) for the pairs of letters in the two code 
words. 
We shall circumvent this difficulty by going through some manipula- 
tions on a particular subset of the code words in a code. The argument is
rather lengthy and will be carried out as a sequence of 5 Lemmas. For 
motivation, the reader is advised to keep the ternary unilateral channel 
(TUC) of Figure 3 in mind throughout the proof. We begin by defining 
a relation of dominance between code words. 
DEFINITION. _X,~ dominates x,~, iff 
--~--~ ~ qi,k(m, ' ' = m )t~i,k(½) > 0. (1.28) 
i k 
Notice that either _x.~ dominates _x~,, or _x~, dominates _x~, or both. 
This follows because 
! I / ! t~i,k(~) = --t~,i(½) ; qi,k(m, m') = qk,i(m, m) (1.29) 
! ! 1 Z q~.~(,¢, m),~.~(~) = -~ E q¢.~(,¢, ~'),~.~(½). (1.30) 
i k i k 
For the TUC the codeword consisting of all l's dominateS:any other 
codeword which contains at least as many 2's as 3's, but it is dominated 
by any other codeword which contains at least as many 3's as 2's. 
Notice that dominance isnot necessarily transitive xcept when the in- 
put alphabet is binary. In general, we may have x dominate _x' and _x' 
dominate _x" without having x dominate x". 
LEMMA 4.1. I f  X_~ dominates x_,,, , then 
D(m, m') < E E q~,k(m, ' 1, 1 ! 1 = m ) [ -u~,~(~ - ~,~(~)]. 
i k 
Proof. Recall from (1.06) that 
D(m, m') = - ra in  E ~ q,k(m, m'),~,~(s). (1.06) 
0_<s_<l  i k 
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The tangent line to a convex U function is a lower bound to the func- 
tion. Taking this tangent to tz~,k(s) at s = ½ yields 
min E E q,,k(m, m')~4,~(s) 
ONs_<I i k 
(1.31) 
> ~n ~ ~ q.k(m, ' m )[.~,~(~) + (s -  1 ' = ~) . i ,~(~) ] .  
0_<s_<l i k 
From the definition of dominance, (1.28), this linear function of s is 
minimized at s* = 1. 
q.e.d. 
~LEMMA 4.2. From an original code containing M codewords, we may 
extract a subset of at least log2 M codewords which form an "ordered" code, 
in tddch each word dominates every subsequent word. 
Proof. We first select he word in the original code which dominates 
the most others. According to the remarks following (1.28), this word 
must dominate at least half of the other words in the original code. We 
select his word as _xl in the ordered code. All words in the original code 
which are not dominated by xl are then discarded. From the remaining 
words in the original code, we select he word which dominates the most 
others and choose it as x2 in the ordered code. The words which are not 
dominated by _x2 are then discarded from the original code. This process 
is continued until all words of the original code are either placed in the 
ordered code or discarded. Since no more than half of the remaining 
words in the original code are discarded as each new word is placed in the 
ordered code, the ordered code contains at least log2 M codewords. 
q.e.d. 
Within an ordered code, every word dominates each succeeding word. 
In particular, every word in the top half of the code dominates every word 
in the bottom half of the code. This fact enables us to bound the average 
discrepancy between words in the top half of the code and words in the 
~)ottom half of the code on a column by column basis. Using this tech- 
nique, Lemma 4.3 gives us a bound to the minimum discrepancy of any 
ordered code in terms of E~(0 +) and another term which must be investi- 
gated further in subsequent lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.3. Consider any ordered code having 2M words of block length 
N. The minimum discrepancy of this code is bounded by 
M 2M 
D~i~ <= ~ ~ D(m, m' ) /M 2 
n,=l m'~Mq-1  
= (q~ (n )  - q~ (n ) )  , 
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where 
dm~x ~ max I~i,k(1) + ~i,k(~)l (1.32) 
i ,k 
and q t(n) = [q i t (n ) ,  . - -  , qKt(n)] i8 the composition of the nth column 
of the top half of the code (i.e., the kth channel input letter occurs Mq~ t( n) 
times in the nth column of the first M codewords). Similarly, q b(n) = 
[qlb(n), • • • , q~b(n)] is the composition of the nth column of the bottom half 
of the code. 
Proof. 
. 2~ D(m,  m' )  
Drain -<_ E E (1.33) 
m=l  m'~M~- I  M 2 
< ~ q~,k(m,m,) 1 u i .k ( /2 )  (1.34) = ,,~=1 ~,=~+1 ~=~ k~ M ~ - u~,k(1/2) ~ 
Now for any values of i and k, 
M 2M ~ t b 
~ q~,o(m,m') - 2_, qi (n)qk (n) (1.35) 
m=l  ~,=m+l M 2 n=l N 
because both sides represent the average number of occurrences of the 
ith letter in the top half of the code opposite the kth letter in the same 
column of the bottom half of the code. Using this fact gives 
Drain < 1 ~ ~ ~ t b I (1) 1 ! (1 ) ]  = - -  qi (n)qk (n) -- ui,~ -- ~ ui,~ . (1.36) 
i n~l i~l ]~1 
This bounds Dml. in terms of the vectors q_t(n) and _qb(n). We ROW 
introduce the vectors _q(n) and _r(n) defined by 
q(n)  ~ ~ = [_q (n)  + _q~(n)] 
(1.37) 
_r(n) ~ ½[_qt(n) -- _qb(n)]. 
q_t(n) = q(n) + r(n) 
(1.38) 
q b(n) = q(n) -- r(n) 
qlt(n)qkb(n) = [qi(n) + ri(n)][qk(n) --rk(n)] 
( 1.39 ) 
-~ q~(n)q~(n) -~ ri(n)qk(n) -- qit(n)rk(n). 
Since q(n) is an average of the probability vectors qt(n) and qb(n), 
q(n) is itself a probability vector. In fact, q(n) is just the composition 
vector for the nth column of the whole code. Since q(n) is a probability 
vector. 
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- -~ ~ q,(n)qz(n)t~<k(½) <= max --~-~. ~ qlqk~,k(½) 
i k q i k 
- (1.4o) 
= E~(0+). 
Equation (1.40) follows from (1.27) and the definition of g~,k in (1.06). 
! l ! l 
Furthermore, since gi ,k(~. ) = -- gk.i(~), we have 
~ qi(n)qk(n).~,k(½) = O. 
1.41) 
Substituting (1.39), (1.40), and (1.41) into (1.36) gives 
1 ~ ~ ~ ri(n)qk(n)- q~t(n)r~(n)] Dmi, < Eo~(0 +) +~ ~=l 
(1.42) ] (1) 1, (1)/ 
< E~(0 +) -t- ~ i r~(n)q,(n ) t = -- q~ (n)r~(n)l, (1.43) 
where we have used the definition of dm,~ in (1.32). The remainder term 
is bounded as follows: 
~-~ ]ri(n)qk(n) -- qit(n)rk(n)t 
i k 
<= ~ I ri(n)q~(n)l + Iq~(n)rk(n)l 
= E Jr,(n)[ E [ q~(n)] + I q:(~)l 
k i 
= 2 ~ I rk(n)] (1.44) 
k 
< 2~JkE  2 = rk (n). (1.45) 
k 
Equation (1.45) follows from Cauchy's inequality which states that, 
We have used ak = 1, bk = i r~(n)l. Averaging (1.45) over all N columns 
gives 
N 
1/N ~_, E ~, l ri(n)qk(n) -- qit(n)rk(n) 1 
n=l  i k 
= r~ (n) 
N r~ l  
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<2v~ i EE  2 = r~ (n )  
by Cauchy. Substituting (1.37) into (1.46) completes the proof of 
Lemma 4.3. 
Lemma 4.3 bounds the minimum discrepancy in terms of the quantity 
_1 (q~,(n) - qkb(n) 2 : 1/N Z rk(n)~ : 1/N ~ r (n )  ~ , 
4N ~=i  k=i n, k ,~=i 
where we let r(n) 2 denote the dot product of the K-dimensional vector 
r(n) with itself. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 4, we would like to show that 
1IN ~=~ r_(n) ~ can be made arbitrarily small. Unfortunately, however, 
the direct approach fails, because many columns may have substantially 
different compositions in their top halves and their bottom halves. Nor 
can this difficulty be resolved by merely tightening the bound in the 
latter half of Lemma 4.3, for columns which are very inhomogeneous may 
actually make undeservedly large contributions to the total discrepancy 
between the two halves of the code. For example, consider a code for the 
TUC of Fig. 3. A column whose top fourth contains ones, whose middle 
half contains twos, and whose bottom fourth contains threes contributes 
- ½ In ~ - ~ In ~o to the average discrepancy. We wish to show that the 
minimum discrepancy for this channel is actually not much better than 
--½ In ~-~ - ½ In T%. This Cannot be done directly because of columns 
of the type just mentioned. We note, however, that this column which 
contributes so heavily to the average discrepancy between the top and 
bottom halves of the code contributes nothing to discrepancies between 
words in the same quarter of the block. It happens that all abnormally 
good columns have some fatal weakness of this sort, which we exploit by 
the following construction. 
LEMMA 4.4. Given an ordered code with 2M words of block length N, zoe 
can form a new code with M words of block length 2N by annexing the 
• w N 
FIG. 4. Halving an ordered code. 




(M + i)th word to the ith word for all i = 1, • .. , M as shown in Fig. 4. 
The new code has the following properties. 
(1) The new code is ordered. 
(2) The minimum discrepancy of the new code is no smaller than the 
minimum discrepancy of the original code. 
Var (_q') - Var (_q) = ~ (_q'(n) - q'(n + X) )  ~ 
Var (q) <= Var (_q') < 1 
q(n) is the composition of the nth column of the original code~ 
n --- 1,2, . . .  ,N .  
q t(n) is the composition of the nth column of the new code, 
n = 1, 2 , . . . ,2N .  
N 
= 1/N ~ q(n) 
n~l  
2N 
~' = 1/2N ~ q'(n) 
Var (q') = 1/2N ~ (q'(n) = -- q . 
- n=l  - - -2~ n=l  - - 
Proof of Property 1. Let q~,k(m, m') be the joint composition of the 
mth and mtth words in the new code, i.e., the fraction of times that the 
ith channel input letter occurs in the ruth word of the new code opposite 
the kth channel input letter in the mPth word. By the halving construc- 
tion which generated the new code (Fig. 4), 
q~,~(m, m') = ½[ql,k(m, m') + q~,k(m + M, m' + M)]. (1.47) 
If m < m', then, in the original code 
-E  ~ q~,~(m, ' )~,~(½) >_- o 
i k 
-E  E q~,~(m + M, m' + M)A~(~) => 0 
Consequently, in the new code 
- -~  ~ q~,~(m, m'),'~,k(½) > O. (1.48) 
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Proof of Property 2. In the new code, 
D'(m, m') = ½[D(m, m') + D(m -t- M, m' q- M)]. 
Thus D'(m,m') can not be smaller than both D(m,m') and 
D(m q- M, rn' q- M). 
Proof of Property 3. q_(n) = ½[_q'(n) + _q'(n q- N)] 
1 ~ [q'(n) -4- q'(n -f- N)] = q' (1.49) ~=~ 
- n=l  - - - 
) 1 ~ q,(n)2 _ q(n)2 Var (q') -- Var (q) = ~n=l -  ~=1 
N 
_ 1 ~ {2[q,(n)2 q_ q'(n q- N) 2] - (q'(n) 
4N n=l - - - 
q- _q'(n q- N))  ~} (1.50) 
N 
_ 1 ~ (q ' (n ) -  q'(n ~-N)) 2. 
4N ~=1 - 
Proof of Property 4. From Property 3, Var (_q) =< Vat (q'). Also, for 
every n, 
[q'(n)] ~ = ~ [qk'(n)] ~ _-_ 1 (1.51) 
k 
2N 
1 ~ [q,(n)]2 < 1. (1.52) Var (q~) < ~n=l  - = 
We may now complete the proof of the theorem by iterating the 
halving construction to prove Lemma 4.5. 
LEMMA 4.5. 
Dmi=(N, 11I) < E~(0 +) -4- ~¢/[log (log M)]- (1.53) 
Proof. Starting from any original code containing M codewords of 
block length N, we may extract a subset of 2 E~°g(~°g~)l- code words which 
form an ordered code. This follows from Lemma 4.2 and the observation 
that 2I~°g(~°~)J- =< log M. (Here [log (log M)] -  is the largest integer less 
than or equal to log (log M).)  
We next halve the ordered code [log (log M)] -  times. This gives us a 
sequence of [log (log M)] -  -4- 1 codes, starting with the original ordered 
code and terminating with a degenerate code containing only one code- 
word of block length N2 E~°~(~°~')J-. Since the properties of Lemma 4.4 
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are hereditary, every code in the sequence is ordered and each code has a 
minimum discrepancy no smaller than any of its ancestors (except he 
final degenerate code, for which the minimum discrepancy is undefined). 
The average variance of the column compositions of each of these codes 
is at least as great as the average variance of the column compositions of
the preceding codes; yet the average variance of each code in the 
sequence must be between zero and one. Consequently, this sequence of 
[log (log M)]- -t- 1 codes must contain two consecutive codes for which 
the difference in the variance of column compositions is less than 
l/[log (log M)]-. The former of these two consecutive codes is non- 
degenerate, and Lemma 4.3 applies, with 
1 k k (q~t (n)  ~ ~ 1 k 4N ,~=1 k=l - qk (n)) = ~ (q'(n) - q'(n --}- N)) ~ 
n~ 1 - (1.54) 
= Var (q') - Var (q) < l/[log (logM)]- 
q.e.d. 
Theorem 4 follows directly from Lemma 4.5 and Theorem 2. 
q.e.d. 
Combining (1.53) and (1.12)i we obtain an explicit bound on 
P~(N, M, 1). 
I 2dm~x%/~ 
P~(N, M, 1) => exp - N E~(0 +) -}- %/ilog (log M)]- 
(1.55) 
+ - -  , 1 _[_ In NM 1 
If we upper bound d . . . .  as given by (1.32) by 
dmax < 2 max ]/,i,~(~)], 
i,k , 
then (1.55) becomes equivalent to (I-1.17) and we have completed the 
proof of Theorem I-3. 
Equation '(1.55) has a rather peculiar behavior with M. On the other 
hand, Pc(N, M, 1) must be a monotone nondecreasing function of M, 
and thus for any M greater than some given value, we can use (1.55) 
evaluated at that give n M. It is convenient to choose this given M as 
2~/~-, yielding 
P~(N,M;'I) >- exp -- N[E,~(0 +) + o4(N)]; M > 2v~ (.1.56) 
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where 
_ 2d .... ~/K , /2  1 In 2 2 In 2 
o4(N) ~/[log--Nl- ÷ / I /  ~ In ~ + ~ + N (1.57) 
These equations can now be restated in a form similar to our other 
bounds on P~(N, M, 1). 
THEOREM 5. 
P~(N, M, 1) _-> exp -N[E;~(R - oa(N)) + o4(N)], (1.58) 
where 
~,r(R) =f E~(°+); R>o (1.59) 
• R<0 
[n2 
oa( N ) - (1.60) 
~¢/N" 
Proof. Observe that when M _-> 2x/~ we have R = ( lnM) /N > 
(1112)/v/N and (1.58) reduces to (1.56). For M < 2 "/~, (1.SS) simply 
states that Po(N, M, 1) > 0. 
2. THE STRAIGHT LINE BOUND 
We have seen that the sphere packing bound (The0rem I-2) specifies 
the reliability of a channel at rates above Rcrit and that the zero rate 
bound (Theorem I-3 or Theorem 5) specifies the, reliability in the limit 
as the rate approaches zero. In this section, we shall couple these results 
with Theorem I-1 to establish the straight line bound on reliability 
given in Theorem I-4. Actually we shall prove a somewhat s ronger theo- 
rem here which allows us to upper bound the reliability of a channel by a 
straight line between the sphere packing exponent and any low rate, ex- 
ponential bound on error probability. 
TH~OnEM 6. Let Ez~(R) be a nonincreasing function of R (~tot neces- 
sarily that given by (1.59)), let oa(N) and on(N) be nonincreasing with N 
and let Noa( N) and No4( N) be nondeereasing with N. Let R2 < R1 be non- 
negative numbers and define the linear function 
E~;(R0) = XE~(R1) + (1 - X)Ez~(R2), (2.01) 
where E~ is given by (I-1.07) and k is given by 
R0 = XRI+ (1 -X)R> (2.02) 
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/f 
P+(N, M, 1) => exp -- N[Ez~(R - o3(N)) + o4(N)] (2.03) 
is valid for arbitrary positive M, N, then 
P,(N, M, 1) >= exp - NIE+,[R - o+(N)] + o~(N)} (2.04) 
is valid for 
where 
R~ < R - os(N) < R1, 
os(N) = o~(N) + o3(N) + R2/N 




and ol ( N ) and o2( N ) are given by (I-l.10) and R = (ln M ) / N. 
Remarks. As shown in Figs. 5-8, E~t(R) is a straight line joining 
Elf(R2) at R2 to E~(R1) at R1. It  is clearly desirable, in achieving the 
best bound, to choose R1 and R2 so as to minimize E~(R). If Ez,(R) is 
not convex U, it may happen, as in Fig. 8 that the best choice of R~, R2 
depends on R. 
Theorem I-4 of the introduction is an immediate consequence of
Theorem 6, obtained by choosing E~r(R) as in Theorem 5 and choosing 
~ sP {R) 
"1~\  /ES .  ~ (R) 
R 2 R I C 
R 
FIGS. 5--8, Geometric eonst.ruetio~ for E+~(R). 




R 2 R I C 
R 
FIG. 6 
Eoo ~ E~~~jr(R) (R) 
R 2 R I C 
R 
FIG. 7 
R~ = 0. The increased generality of Theorem 6 over Theorem I-4 is non- 
empty, however. In Theorem 8 we shall give an example of a low rate 
bound for the binary symmetric hannel in which Eta(R) behaves as in 
Fig. 5. 
The restriction in the theorem that Ezr(R) be non~ncreasing with R 
is no real restriction. Since P~(N, M, 1) is nonincreasing with M, any 





bound in which E~r(R) is increasing with R can be tightened to a bound 
in which Ez~(R) is not increasing. Likewise the restriction that Noa(N) 
and No4(N) be increasing with N is not serious since any bound can be 
weakened slightly to satisfy this restriction. 
Proof. By Theorem I-l, we have 
P~(N, M, 1) >= P~(N~, M, L)P~(N2, L + 1, 1), (2.08) 
where N1 + N2 = N and L is an arbitrary positive integer. Applying 
the sphere packing bound, Theorem I-2, to P~(N~, M, L)andapplying 
o~(N1)) + o2(N~)] 
oa(N2)) + o4(N2)]}. 
(2.03) to Pe(N2, L -4- 1, 1), we have 
~rF~ [ln M/L Po(N, M, 1) >_- exp % 
- N=[E" ( !n (L + 
(2.09) 
Noa(N)'~ ] _ No4(N) 1/'In (L -4- 1) N~Ez,. \ N2 
Using the expressions for ol(N) and o2(N) in (I-1.10), we see that 
No~(N) is increasing with N for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Thus we can lower bound 
( 2.09 ) by 
P~(N, M, 1) > exp ~ ~r ~, [ln M/L No~(N)'~ _ No~(N) 
(2.10) 
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This is valid for any positive integers N: and N2 summing to N, and 
we observe that it is trivially valid if either N: or N2 is 0. 
We next get rid of the restrictions that L, N: ,  and N2 be integers. Let 
L be an arbitrary real number between L and L ÷ 1. We can lower 
bound the right-hand side of (2.10) by replacing in M/L with In M/I. 
and In (L + 1) with in L. Similarly, let ~1 be an arbitrary real number 
between N1 and N1 q- 1. The right-hand side of (2.10) can be lower 
bounded by replacing N: with N:.  Finally, since N2 < N - /~  -k 1, we 
can lower bound (2.10) by replacing N2 with N - N: ÷ 1.5:aking these 
changes, we have 
P~(N,M,1) >= exp(-IV~E~P ( !n (M/L) - 
(2.11) 
• [ln L -- No3(N)\] 
- N[o2(N)  ÷ odN) ]  - (N  - ~(: + 1)E~r~ )/ 
Define X to satisfy 
R -- os(N) = XR: + (1 - X)R2 (2.12) 
From the restriction (2.05), h satisfies 0 =< h =< 1. Now choose f(: and 
L by 
N: = XN (2.13) 
In L = R2(N - N~ + 1) -4- No3(N). (2.14) 
By rearranging (2.14), we see that the argument of E~ in (2.11) 
satisfies 
In L -- No3(N) 
= R2 (2.15) N --_N: + 1 
Likewise, using (2.12), (2.13), (2.14), and (2.06), the argument of 
E~, in (2.11) is given by 
ln(M/L) -N: . . . .  N°I(N) - I [~-N - I / I x  InLN °l(N) 1 
d 
1 
- X [R - -  R2(1 - h )  - -  os (N) ]  =R: .  (2 .16)  
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Substituting (2.15) and (2.16) into (2.11), we have 
Pe(N,M, 1) > exp-N{XE,  p (R1) - t - ( l - -X - t -~)E~r(R2)  
(2.17) 
+ o2(N) + o4(N)) 
Combining (2.12), (2.02), and (2.01), we have 
E,~(R -- o~(N)) = XE~p(R1) -t- (1 -- X)Ezr(R2) (2.18) 
Finally, substituting ( 2.18 ) and ( 2.07 ) into (2.17), we have ( 2.04 ), com- 
pleting the proof. 
The straight line bound E~z(R) depends critically on the low rate 
bound Ezr(R) to which it is joined. If the low rate bound is chosen as 
E~,  then the resulting straight line bound E,t(R) is given by Theorem 
I-4. Plots of this bound for several channels are shown in Figure I-4. 
From the discussion following (1.20), we see that if C # 0 and Co = 0, 
then E~ is strictly less than E,p(0+), and the straight line bound E~(R) 
of Theorem 4 exists over a nonzero range of rates. Also it follows from 
Theorem 7 of Gallager (1965) that E~(R) is strictly convex U and there- 
fore is strictly less than Esz(R) in the interior of this range of rates. 
There is an interesting limiting situation, however, in which E~z(R) 
and Eel(R) virtually coincide. These are the very noisy channels, first 
introduced by Reiffen (1963) and extended by Gallager (1965). A very 
noisy eharmel is a channel whose transition probabilities may be ex- 
pressed by 
P(j lk) = r /1  + ei.k), (2.19) 
where ri is an appropriate probability distribution defined on the channel 
outputs and [ ei,~0 ] << 1 for all j and k. The function E0(p) for such a 
channel can be expanded as a power series in e i ,k  . By neglecting all terms 
of higher than second order, Gallager (1965) obtained 
c ,  (2.20) Eo(o) - 1 + p 
where the capacity C is given by 
C max ½ ~ r j [~  2 2 = q~i,~ - (~2 q~,~) ] (2.21) 
q j k k 
2 = max ~ ~ Z q~qk ~_, ri(e~,4 + ei,k -- 2ei,~e~,k). (2.22) 
q i k j 
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The resulting random coding exponent is given by 
E~(R) = ( w@ -- "x/R) 2 for 
= C/2 - R for 
We can calculate E= in the same way 
C/4 < R < c 
R < c/4. 
E~ = max -- ~ ~ q~qk in ~ %/P(J l i )P( j  l 1~) .
q i k j 
Using (2.19) and expanding to second order in e, gives 
~/P(Jl i)P(Jt/~) = ~ r~(1 + e~,i/2 - e~,~/8) 
i J 
From (2.19) we observe that 
2 rjej-,k = 0 
3 
2 
• (1  + ~/2  - ~ j , ,0 /s ) .  








From (2.27), (I-1.18), and (2.22), we conclude that 
E~ = C/2 = Er(0). (2.2S) 
Thus in the limit as the ~i.k approach 0, the upper and lower bounds 
to the reliability E(R)  come together at all rates and (2.23) and (2.24) 
give the reliability function of a very noisy channel. 
For channels which are not very noisy, the actual reliability may lie 
well below the straight line bound from E= to the sphere packing bound. 
As a specific case in which these bounds may be improved, we consider 
the binary symmetric hannel. 
This channel has received a great deal of attention in the literature, 
primarily because it provides the simplest context within which most 
coding problems can be considered. The minimum distance of a code, 
drain, is defined as the least number of positions in which any two code 
words differ. We further define d(N, M)  as the maximum value of d~i~ 
over all codes with M code words of length N. Here we are interested 
primarily in the asymptotic behavior of d(N, M)  for large N and M and 
fixed R = (ln M)/N.  The asymptotic distance ratio is defined as 
6(R) & lira sup 1 d( N, [e~N]+ ). (2.29) 
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FIG. 9. Comparison of bmmds on minimum disganee for a binary symmetric 
channel. 
There are two well known upper bounds to a(R), due to Hamming 
(1950) and Plotkin (1951), and one well known lower bound due to 
Gilbert (1952). These are given implicitly by 
In 2 - H(6(R)/2) >= R (Hamming) (2.30) 
In 2 - 2a(R) In 2 => R (Plotkin) (2.31) 
]n 2 - H(a(R)  ) =< R (Gilbert), (2.32) 
where 
H(a)  = -a ln~ - (1 -- a) ln(1 - a). (2.33) 
See Peterson (1961) for an excellent discussion of these bounds. 
Here we shall derive a third upper bound to a(R), derived by Elias in 
1960 but as yet unpublished. As shown in Fig. 9 the Elias bound is 
stronger than either the Hamming or Plotkin bounds for 0 < R < in 2. 
It  should be observed, however, that this superiority applies only to the 
asymptotic quantity, 6(R). For sufficiently small values of N, M there are 
a number of bounds on d(N, M) which are stronger than the Elias 
bound. 
THEOREM 7 (Elias). 
a(R) ____ 2XR(1 -- XR), (2.34) 
where X~ is given by 
. . . .  In 2 - -  H(XR) = R; 0 -<_ XR ~ ½. (2.35) 
Before proving this theorem, we shall discuss the relationship between 
a(R) and the reliability function E(R). Suppose that a code contains 
two Code words at a distance d apart. From I-3.10, t~(s) for these two 
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s 1--sl words is given by d In [p~q~-~ + q p j, where p is the cross-over proba- 
bility of the channel (see Fig. I-5a) and q = 1 - p. This is minimized 
at s = ½, and from (I-3.20) and (I-3.21), one of the code words has an 
error probability bounded by 
l oxp d :1 P .... >= ~ d In 2X/~ -- In , (2.36) 
where we have used (1.11) in bounding (~). 
Next, for a code with 2M code words of block length N, we see by 
expurgating M of the worst words that at least M code words have 
distance at most d(N, M) from some other code word. For such a code 
[ -d (N ,  M)1 ,  2 ~v/~ - x /d~,  , ' ) /2  In ~] 1 P, _-__ ~ exp . (2.37) 
Combining (2.37) with (2.29), we obtain 
P,(N, M, 1) >= exp -N[6(R) In 2 .,,/pq -F o(N)~]:~ (2:38) 
E(R) < 5(R) ln4pq. :: ' :: '  (2.39) 
~-  2 " " , 
Conversely, if ~ code of block length N has minimum dis.t~nce 6(R)N, 
then it is always possible to decode correctly when fewer than ½5(R)N 
errors occur. By using the Chernov (1952) bound,.if p < ½~(R), th e 
probability of ½~(R)N or more errors is bounded by .... : , 
NF ~(R) ( P, < exp-  [ _ - -y - !np-  1 - - -  
' [ i ,  
~ ~ n ~ In p -  (1 
/ (0<?) -~ ] In q ~ H .  ~- ' .  (2.41) 
For more complete discussions of techniques for bounding the error 
probability on a binary symmetric hannel, see Fauo (1961), :~h~p. 7or  
Gallager (1963), Chap. 3. The bounds on reliability given by (21.39) and 
(2.41) are quite different, primarily because it is usually possible to d e: 
code correctly when m~nY more than ½~(R)N errors 0c cur. As p be: 
comes very small, how'eYrir, the minimum distance of fl~e' code 'becomes 
increasingly important, and dividing (2.39) and (2.41) by -- In p, we see 
that 
: E(n) (2.42i 
2 p~0 --ln p 
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Along with (2.42), there are several other interesting connections be- 
tween E(R) and ~(R). For example, if one could show that ~(R) was 
given by the Gilbert bound (2.32) with equality, then upon substituting 
(2.32) into (2.39) one would find an upper bound for reliability which is 
equal to the lower bound Eel(R) over the range of rates for which 
Eel(R) > Er(R). By combining this with Theorem 6, E(R) would be 
determined for all rates and would be equal to the known lower bound to 
E(R). Thus the question of determining E(R) for the BSC hinges 
around the problem of determining ~(R). 
Proof of Theorem 7. The proof of the Elias bound combines the argu- 
ments of Plotkin and Hamming in an ingenious way. For any integer L, 
O <- L <= N/2, there are ~-~=o (N)  binary N-tuples within a sphere of 
radius L around any given code word (i.e., N-tuples that have a distance 
L or less from the code word). For M code words, these spheres contain 
M.~-~=0 (~)N- tup les ,  counting an N-tuple once for each appearance 
\ v /  
in a Sphere. Since there are only 2 N different binary N-tuples, some criti- 
cal iN-tuple must appear in at least A spheres where 
. . . .  
L \ ' t / . J i=o  
Thus this critical N-tuple contains at least A code words within a sphere 
of radius L around itself. 
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For the remainder of the proof, we consider only these A code words 
and we assume that L is chosen so that A > 2. For convenience we trans- 
late these code words by subtracting the critical word from each of them. 
Each of the A translated code words then has at most L ones. 
We next list the A translated code words as in Fig. 10. Let  U~ denote 
the number of ones in the nth column Z~, the number of zeroes. The total 
number of ones in the A X N matrix of Fig. 10 may be computed either 
by summing along the columns or along the rows. This gives 
~2 U~ < ac .  (2.44) 
n 
We now compute the total distance among the 2 pairs of translated 
code words. The contribution to the total distance from the nth column 
is UnZ~. Consequently, 
d o, = E u z.. (2.45) 
n 
Since the minimum distance cannot exceed the average distance, we 
have 
N 
dmii~ <= dtot = .=1 ~ U . (A  - U,~) . (2.46) 
N The function ~_.,~=1 U. (A  - U.) is a concave function of the Un, and 
is therefore maximized, subject o the constraint (2.44), by making the 
partial derivation with respect o U. a constant. Thus the m~ximum 
occurs with Un = AL/N  for all n: 
2NA 2 1 - 
drain ~ = 2N(L /N) (1 -  L /N)  
A (A  - -  1) (2.47) 
(1 -t- 4@11 )
1 
dm~,~N = < 2(L /N) (1  - L /N)  + 2(A - l i "  (2.48) 
Since (2.48) is valid for any L such that A => 2, L can be chosen so 
as to optimize the bound. In the theorem, however, we are interested in
asymptotic results for fixed R, large N, and M = leE'I+. First we lower 
bound A. 
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Shannon 3 has shown that 
\ - - ]  
The first term is lower bounded by taking L = N/2, yielding 
~(N)  (L  N)  1 ~=0 > => ~ exp NH(L /N) .  (2.50) 
Next, choose L to satisfy 
H(L_~)<ln2__~_+~_~__=lnM 31n N <H(N ) .  (2.51) 
Observe that for any fixed R > 0, this will have a solution for large 
enough N. Combining (2.43), (2.50), and (2.51) we obtain 
v/~ (2.52) 
• Next recalling the definition of ~R in (2.35), the left-hand side of (2.51 )
becomes 
( ~ )  31n N (2.53) /t < H(~.) + ~ -F-" 
Since H is a concave fl function, we can combine (2.53) with the result 
that H(½) := In 2 ;to obtain 
. . . . . .  ' L .1  (3~fN)Eln 2 i -  H(~'~)l (2.54) 
" : ' "N  <xR+ - -  ~- ~ J 
Substituting (2.52) and (2.54) into (2.48), we have 
d(N, M) =< 2XR(1 -- XR) + o(N),  (2.55) 
N 
where o(N) can be taken as 
o(N)  3-~(  !n2-  H(ha)~ 2 1 (2.56) 
~:-~ /+~+v@v-2"  
If  we now substitute the Elias bound (2.34) into (2.39), we get a new 
upper bound on reliability given by: 
, Tg~0R~M 8. For a binary symmetric channel, an upper bound on relia- 
"~ C. E. Shannon, tmpublished seminar notes, 1V[. I. T., 1956. For a published 
derivation, see Ash (i965), p. 113. 
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bility is given by 
E (R)  <= Ez~(R) = --k~(1 - k~) In 4pq, (2.57i 
where kR is given by (2.35). 
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